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Hook:      Scud hook, size 12-14 (I prefer the Alec 
 Jackson  Chironomid hook - order on the 
 internet) 
Bead:      Togen Brown Magic bead – 3/32

nd
 for 

 #12, 5/64
th

 for #14. Black nickel bead 
 may be substituted. 
Gills:       Tuft of white Antron wool or Oral B Ultra 
 Floss dental floss. 
Thread:  8/0Rusty Dun UNI thread (underbody) 
Thorax:  8/0 Dark Brown UNI thread 
Rib #1:   White Superfloss 
Rib #2:   Bronze holographic Flashabou tinsel (red flecked) 

 
Slip a Brown Magic bead on to the hook. With the bead at the bend of the hook tie in a piece of 
Oral B Ultra Floss at the eye of the hook. Tie in and trim so it’s even with the end of the hook 
eye. Whip finish and cut your thread. Move the bead to the eye of the hook and re-tie your 
thread behind the bead.  Tie in a length of white Superfloss and bronze holographic Flashabou at 
the bend of the hook. Build up a slightly tapered body with the Rusty Dun thread and tie off at the 
thorax. Tie in Dark Brown thread at the thorax. Stretch Superfloss and wind 7-8 neat, open, spiral 
turns up the body. The body should be about 50/50 thread and Superfloss. Tie off Superfloss then 
bring the Flashabou rib up between the Superfloss rib and tie off at the bead. Form a thorax with 
the Dark Brown thread and whip finish behind the head. Coat the body with two coats of 
Superglue or one coat of Clear Cure Goo. 
 
After 30+ years of chironomid fishing I have accumulated and obscene number of different 
chironomid patterns. All of them, at one time or another, have caught fish so I’m reluctant to 
reduce my inventory on the off chance that I might need a purple bellied, pink headed something-
or-other to save the day on Lake X. Truth be told, I fish three different chironomid patterns for 
90% of my lake fishing – a black sno cone with a red or silver rib, size 16, a bright Chromie, size 14 
and the Duller Chromie in sizes 12 and 14. Of the three patterns the Duller Chromie is my favorite. 
Here’s the theory behind my preference for Chromies. As chironomid pupa emerge from the lake 
bottom mud they tend to suspend just above the bottom for a period of time before they begin 
their journey to the surface. During that time near the bottom they are accumulating oxygen 
inside their exoskeleton to aid them in ascending to the surface. This build up of oxygen is what 
gives the pupa its distinctive chrome like sheen. This oxygen build up is gradual and so initially 
they appear (to the fish) to be a dull chrome color and only become brighter as they begin to 
move towards the surface. OK, what does this mean to me, you ask… 
Early in the hatch (10am) fish the duller chromie to match the hatch and switch to the bright 
chromie around noon. 
 
I prefer this pattern with a BROWN bead head. The brown head seems to be more effective than 
black nickel or copper. I buy the “Brown Magic Beads” from Togens Fly Shop in British Columbia 
www.togenenterprises.com Try them, you’ll be impressed.  

 

http://www.togenenterprises.com/

